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Abstract:  Hadoop is a framework which is used to store and process large amount of data. Hadoop cluster is designed 

to analyze and store a huge amount of data. As day by day amount of data stored and processed is increasing rapidly, so 

we need such an optimal scheduling algorithm to meet the requirement. Job Scheduling is an important parameter to 

achieve high performance in Hadoop cluster. Hadoop scheduler is pluggable module used for resource allocation. 

Majorly used schedulers are FIFO, Fair and Capacity scheduler. In this paper we compare and classify parameter such 

as Average Response Time, Average waiting time and Fairness of various scheduling algorithm in different 

environment.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Hadoop is a framework that allows distributed processing 

of large datasets using simple programming model. Two 

core components in Hadoop are Hadoop Distributed File 

System (HDFS) and MapReduce. HDFS is Hadoop file 

system is used to store huge data in distributed manner [1]. 

Parallel processing of these huge amounts of data is 

necessary for fast processing of data sets, MapReduce is 

the programming paradigms that enables to process huge 

amount of data in parallel. MapReduce is responsible for 

performing two tasks mapping task and reducing task. 

Hadoop frameworks make it possible to distribute all 

kinds of computation tasks to multiple computers instead 

of performing the whole task in a single computer. 

Hadoop allows the user to configure the job, submit it, 

control its execution, and query the state. The Hadoop 

scheduling model is a Master/Slave (Master/Worker) 

cluster structure. The master node (JobTracker) 

coordinates the worker machines (TaskTracker). 

JobTracker is a process which manages jobs, and 

TaskTracker is a process which manages tasks on the 

corresponding nodes.  
 

The scheduler resides in the Jobrtacker and allocates 

TaskTracker resources to running tasks. [2] There are 

three important scheduling issues in MapReduce such as 

locality, synchronization and fairness. There are many 

algorithms to solve this issue with different techniques and 

approaches. Some of them get focus to improvement data 

locality and some of them implements to provide 

Synchronization processing. also, many of them have been 

designed to minimizing the total completion time. This 

paper provides an overview of four different scheduling 

algorithms for MapReduce namely Capacity scheduler, 

FIFO, Job aware scheduler, Fair scheduler. The 

advantages and disadvantages of these scheduling 

algorithms are also described. 

II. REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

 

A. FIFO Scheduler 

In Hadoop cluster, FIFO is default scheduler in 

MapReduce [3]. FIFO means first come first serve. The 

objective of FIFO scheduler is to schedule jobs based on 

their priorities in first-come first-serve order. FIFO 

maintain one queue, as per the jobs are coming they store 

at queue in FIFO manner.  

 

First job  will at head of the queue and as per the new jobs 

are coming they are store at tail side of that queue[3].At 

the time of job execution, if one job is executed then next 

job will take from the head side of that queue. 
 

So, all jobs are executed FIFO manner only. Advantages 

are simple one, easy to implement and perform well in 

case of short jobs and disadvantages are starvation and 

pre-emption will be there, less use of resources. 

 

B. Fair Scheduler 

The aim of the Fair scheduling algorithm is to do 

equivalent distribution of total resources among the jobs in 

the system. Fair scheduling is a process of assigning 

resources to jobs such that all the jobs get, on average, an 

equal share of resources over time [4]. If only one job is 

submitted then it will allocate complete cluster.  

 

When numerous job are submit then free slot is owed and 

as previous jobs are entire slots are owed for new coming 

jobs if no new jobs are in queue then it will assign slots to 

current task for fast completion so that each job nearly get 

same amount of CPU time. It let small jobs complete 

within reasonable time while non-starving long jobs [5]. 

This scheduler in fact organizes jobs by resources pool, 

and share resources fairly between these pools. The fair 

scheduler can limit the number of concurrent running task 

as per pool and user and it can also limit the number of 
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parallel running task each pool. The traditional algorithms 

have high data transfer rate and execution time of jobs. 

Fair scheduling algorithm overcomes the limitation of 

FIFO such as waiting time of jobs in queue, working in 

small as well as large cluster and less complex. The main 

disadvantage of the Fair scheduling algorithm is it assigns 

resources to job without considering weight of job for each 

node [6]. 

 

C. Capacity Scheduler 

It is a default one scheduler in MapReduce 2 and YARN 

setup [7].In capacity scheduler queues are divided on the 

basis of users or group of users called organization and 

then resources mainly divided to serve this request for this 

organisation.  

 

Multiple queues are specific for organization [7]. e.g.: 

Suppose job enters in organization a queue so, it will be 

picked up as no job is running; this will take up as many 

resources as much are available.  

 

This will effectively utilise a cluster .When job in 

organization B queue appear task of the first job would be 

killed to free up the slots for the new job. Advantages are 

utilization of resources and job efficiency get improves 

and disadvantage are user requests to know all information 

of system to make queue set and select group for this job 

from queue. 

 

D. Job Aware Scheduler 

Various scheduling algorithms are being used in 

MapReduce Job scheduling, but many of them fails to be 

efficient in heterogeneous cluster [8]. Heterogeneous 

environment involves resources of various Configuration 

and composition. Job Aware scheduler overcomes 

limitations such as limited resource utilization of the 

cluster and limited applicability towards heterogeneous 

cluster [9].  

 

Job aware scheduler mostly focuses on three important 

parameters, firstly reducing the execution time of 

submitted job, secondly fulfilling earliest deadline first 

criteria and lastly efficient management of workload of the 

job. The above parameter results in reducing the average 

waiting time.  

 

On evaluation, the results show that it reduces the average 

waiting time of a job by 79% when evaluated using best 

case and 23% reduction in average case via scheduling the 

jobs based on job execution time [9]. 

 

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

We are proposing a Novel scheduling algorithm which 

overcome the drawback of traditional scheduling 

algorithm such as waiting time of jobs in queue, reduce 

execution time, proper utilization of available resources so 

that each job can get the resources according to their 

requirement.  

In Fair Scheduling algorithm when multiple jobs are 

submitted each job in queue get equal share of resources 

according to the maximum number jobs in each pool [4]. 

But all the jobs do not require all the assign resources so 

the part of resources which is not used is in ideal state, so 

it not proper utilization of resources.  

 

So improving over Fair scheduling algorithm we can 

assign resources according to weight of the jobs in queue, 

in improved algorithm resources will shared equity.  

 

Our Proposed algorithm will maintain a tree of jobs, jobs 

will be structured according to their weight; Lighter 

weight jobs will be on left most nodes and heavier weight 

will be on right most nodes. Weight of job will be 

calculated according to the number of blocks of data it will 

work on and according to weight of job resources will be 

allocated, similarly as like Linux process scheduler.  When 

job complete its task it will be removed from tree.  

 

Numbers of job executed at a time will be calculated on 

the basis of resources present so that all the jobs should be 

completed as fast as possible with less waiting time and 

less execution time, if all the jobs come at one time then it 

will take more time for execution. If we propose this 

algorithm then it may reduce waiting time of jobs in queue 

and every job will get proper resources for execution. 

Hence which will help to increase utilization of resources 

and decrease average waiting time of jobs in queue. 

 

 
Fig. 1 Tree of Weighted jobs 

 

Fig. 1 shows us the logically maintained tree by the 

scheduler which will help scheduler to assign resources. 

 

IV. SYSTEM  ARCHITECTURE 

 

In the Fig. 2 is the basic architecture of our proposed 

algorithm which schedules the jobs according to their 

weight. The weight of the jobs is calculated using the 

information given by the Namenode to the scheduler, and 

then scheduler informs the JobTracker to assign the tasks. 
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A. Basic architecture 

 

 
Fig. 2 System Architecture 

 

Fig. 2 shows us the basic architecture of the how scheduler 

will communicate with Hadoop cluster and schedule the 

job. 

 

V. DISCUSSIONS 

 

Hadoop store and process huge amount of data and day by 

day the data is increasing rapidly and processing such 

huge amount of data has become big problem. There is 

requirement of such a scheduling algorithm which help job 

on data to get executed as fast as possible with less waiting 

time. There are numerous scheduling algorithms which 

have helped Hadoop to improve its performance in 

different factors such as Data locality rate, 

Synchronization overhead, Fairness, Average response 

time, Job execution time and Average waiting time.  

 

Each of the traditional algorithm have improved it 

performance in some of its factors. Similarly our proposed 

algorithm will help to improve its performance. By 

implementing our proposed algorithm it may help to 

improve performance factors like in Fairness, Job 

execution time, Average waiting time, etc. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

Using this proposed scheduling algorithm we may able to 

make more and proper utilization of resources of Hadoop 

cluster. This will help to decrease waiting of jobs in queue 

and will also reduce the execution time of job.      A 

comprehensive work for increasing the resource 

utilization, decrease waiting time of job and to decrease 

execution time of job is the primary purpose of our 

proposed algorithm. This will be an important module 

which will help Hadoop to work efficiently and reliably. 
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